• not many language universals, but some due to universals of: human cognition, social cognition/attention, vocal-auditory processing.
⇒ NOT grammatical rules, but patterns of use => schemas o Constructions themselves as complex symbols "She sneezed him the ball" o NOT 'a grammar' but a structured inventory of constructions: continuum of regularity => idiomaticity grammaticality = normativity
• Many complexities = "unification" of constructions w/ incompatibilities o NOT innate UG, but "teeming modularity" (1) symbols, pred-arg structure, social intentions/speech acts, speech/phonology, categorization, etc. (2) diff. functions
• not many language universals, but some due to universals of: human cognition, social cognition/attention, vocal-auditory processing.
Common Infrastructure of Pointing and Language
• JAF and Common Ground (Speech Situation) = same
• Assumption of Helpfulness = same
• Social Intention = same (also Indiv. Intentions) + some new?
• Communicative Intention = same • Cultural (imitative) learning of holophrase: form => function (role reversal)
• Extracting Words o Child hears whole utterances; to extract word must:
¬ comprehend overall comm. act 
